This Travel Plan describes over-snow vehicle regulations on the Teton Division of the Bridger-Teton National Forest from December 1 – May 1 (6:00 am). For information regarding wheeled motor vehicle regulations on the Teton Division from May 1 – November 30, free Motor Vehicle Use Maps are available at any District Ranger Office or on the Forest website.

Definitions and Regulations

OVER-SNOW VEHICLE – A self-propelled vehicle intended for travel primarily on snow, having a curb weight of not more than 1,000 pounds, driven by a track or tracks on contact with the snow, and steered by a ski or skis in contact with the snow.

NOTE: TRAVELERS ACCESSING THE NATIONAL FOREST THROUGH THE NATIONAL ELK REFUGE ARE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A PERMIT. CONTACT THE BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST FOR MORE INFORMATION.

MOTORIZED TRAVEL IS PROHIBITED YEAR-ROUND IN WILDERNESS.